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“This book is in my experience the most comprehensive  
ever written on a single martial art. It is superbly  
organized, highly informative, and contains thousands  
of outstanding photographs. An authoritative presentation  
of basic principles and techniques, integrated with  
modern innovations, makes this work indispensable to 
martial artists of virtually any style.” 
– Professor Wally Jay

“Within minutes of opening Marc Tedeschi’s new book, 
Hapkido, you know you have your hands on an  
exceptional work . . . enormous, comprehensive, detailed, 
beautifully illustrated . . . It covers so much ground  
and its material is so well presented that no martial arts 
library will again be complete without it.”  
– Journal of asian Martial arts

“The best martial arts book ever published . . .  
a monumental accomplishment, nothing less." 
– ironcrane.coM

	 US	$90.00	(hardcover),	ISBN	0-8348-0444-1

 	896 Pages • 8600 Photos • traditional & olymPic-style

“Simply put, Taekwondo: Traditions, Philosophy,  
Technique is the most comprehensive work ever written  
and illustrated on the world’s most widely practiced  
martial art. It expertly integrates traditional and modern 
approaches, history, and sport and self-defense . . . The 
definitive work on the subject, and of mammoth scope.” 
– Ma success Magazine	

“An excellent job in compiling a very detailed list of 
techniques . . . a rich reference source for the beginning  
as well as intermediate Taekwondo student . . .  
excellent organization and presentation of material 
throughout . . . an historical asset.”  
– Journal of asian Martial arts

“Without a doubt the best works on martial arts  
today are those written by Marc Tedeschi . . .  
great reference for anyone who is serious about  
learning or teaching the martial arts.”  
– Professor Willy cahill, Two-time	Olympic	Judo	Coach

	 US	$90.00	(hardcover),	ISBN	0-8348-0515-4	
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The Art of Ground Fighting 	
Outlines	the	core	principles	and	techniques	that	
define	the	art	of	ground	fighting	in	most	martial	
arts.	Contains	basics	plus	over	195	practical	skills,	
including	chokes,	joint	locks,	pins,	ground	kicks,	
sacrifice	techniques,	escapes,	and	counters		
from	seated,	reclining,	and	kneeling	positions.	
208	pages,	8	1/2	x	11	in.,	1200	b&w	photographs	
US	$35.00	(hardcover),	ISBN	0-8348-0496-4	

The Art of Weapons	
Outlines	the	core	principles	and	techniques	that	
define	armed	and	unarmed	self-defense	with	
common	weapons.	Contains	over	350	practical	
techniques	organized	into	in-depth	chapters	on		
the	knife,	short-stick,	staff,	cane,	rope,	common	
objects,	and	defense	against	handgun.	
208	pages,	8	1/2	x	11	in.,	1400	b&w	photographs	
US	$35.00	(hardcover),	ISBN	0-8348-0540-5

Essential Anatomy For Healing & Martial Arts	
Familiarizes	healers	and	martial	artists	with	basic	
concepts	of	the	human	body,	as	defined	by	both	
Western	and	Eastern	medicine.	Includes	principles	
of	pressure	point	fighting,	20	self-massage	and	
revival	techniques,	and	detailed	acupoint	tables		
in	English,	Chinese,	Korean,	and	Japanese.
144	pages,	8	1/2	x	11	in.,	200	color	illustrations		
US	$24.95	(softcover),	ISBN	0-8348-0443-3

Essential Acupoints (Poster) 
A	large,	7-color	poster	illustrating	the	400-plus	
acupoints	and	14	meridians	that	are	the	basis	of	
Eastern	medicine	and	martial	arts.	Also	highlights		
Qi-flow,	Yin-Yang,	5	Phases,	and	martial	targets.	
27	x	40	in.,	US	$30.00,	ISBN	0-8348-0510-3.

Hapkido: Traditions, Philosophy, Technique 
The	most	complete	book	ever	written	on	a	martial	
art.	Over	2000	techniques	cover	strikes,	holds,	
throws,	weapons,	meditation,	and	healing.	Includes	
chapters	on	history,	philosophy,	and	anatomy,		
plus	interviews	with	13	renowned	masters.	
1136	pages,	8	1/2	x	11	in.,	9000	b&w	photographs		
US	$90.00	(hardcover),	ISBN	0-8348-0444-1	

Hapkido: An Introduction to  
the Art of Self-Defense 
A	concise	overview	of	Hapkido	in	its	entirety,		
with	essential	material	for	novices.	
128	pages,	8	1/2	x	11	in.,	680	b&w	photographs	
US	$24.00	(softcover),	ISBN	0-8348-0483-2	

Taekwondo: Traditions, Philosophy, Technique 
The	most	comprehensive	text	ever	written	on	the	
world’s	most	popular	martial	art—Taekwondo.	
Expertly	integrates	traditional	and	modern	styles,	
sport	and	self-defense,	in	a	single	definitive	text.	
896	pages,	8	1/2	x	11	in.,	8600	b&w	photographs	
US	$90.00	(hardcover),	ISBN	0-8348-0515-4	

Taekwondo: The Essential Introduction 
A	concise	overview	of	Taekwondo	in	its	entirety,	
with	essential	material	for	novices.	
128	pages,	8	1/2	x	11	in.,	530	b&w	photographs	
US	$16.95	(softcover),	ISBN	0-8348-0537-5	

Taekwondo: Complete WTF Forms 
In-depth	look	at	Taekwondo's	most	popular	forms	
systems:	P'algwae,	T'aeguk,	and	WTF	Black	Belt.	
Includes	footwork	diagrams	and	self-defense	use.
512	pages,	8	1/2	x	11	in.,	5000	b&w	photographs	
US	$75.00	(hardcover),	ISBN	0-8348-0544-8	

Marc Tedeschi's landmark books are 
widely recognized as being among the 
finest ever produced on the healing and 
martial arts. Acclaimed for their design 
excellence, clarity of content, and superb 
imagery, these masterworks remain the  
definitive source for serious practitioners.  
View online at www.marctedeschi.com 
Buy online at www.shambhala.com

The Art of Striking 
Outlines	the	core	principles	and	techniques	that	
define	the	art	of	striking	in	most	martial	arts.		
Contains	over	400	practical	strikes,	including		
arm	strikes,	kicks,	head	butts,	blocking	and	
avoiding	skills,	combinations,	and	counters.	
208	pages,	8	1/2	x	11	in.,	1480	b&w	photographs	
US	$35.00	(hardcover),	ISBN	0-8348-0495-6

The Art of Holding	
Outlines	the	core	principles	and	techniques	that	
define	the	art	of	holding	in	most	martial	arts.		
Contains	over	155	practical	holds,	including		
joint	locks,	chokes,	nerve	holds,	takedowns,		
pins,	advanced	combinations,	and	counterholds.	
208	pages,	8	1/2	x	11	in.,	1300	b&w	photographs	
US	$35.00	(hardcover),	ISBN	0-8348-0491-3

The Art of Throwing	
Outlines	the	core	principles	and	techniques	that	
define	the	art	of	throwing	in	most	martial	arts.		
Contains	over	130	practical	throws,	including		
hip	throws,	leg	throws,	hand	throws,	sacrifice	
throws,	combinations,	and	counterthrows.	
208	pages,	8	1/2	x	11	in.,	1200	b&w	photographs	
US	$35.00	(hardcover),	ISBN	0-8348-0490-5	
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